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Abstract  
  
Video summarization plays important role in too many fields, such as video indexing, video browsing, video 
compression, video analyzing and so on. One of the fundamental units in the video structure analysis is the key frame 
extraction, Key frame provide a meaningful frames from the video. Key frame consists meaningful frame from the 
videos which helps for video summarization. In this proposed model, we present an approach which is based on 
Convolutional Neural Network, keyframe extraction from videos and static video summarization. First, the video 
should be converted to frames. Then we perform redundancy elimination techniques to reduce the redundancy from 
frames. Then extract the keyframes from video by using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model. From extracted 
keyframe we form a video summarization. The results obtained from this proposed model is compare with the VSMM 
model. The proposed model performed on VSUMM dataset. The results are compared with the VSUMM model 
duration and video static summary. In    Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model has trained by using 50 salad 
datasets to summarize the videos related to cooking video.   
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Introduction 
 

One the most effective and efficient way for capturing 
and storing digital media in today's world is video. A 
simple and effective key frames extraction method is 
represented, to generate static video summaries. Key-
frames, also called representative frames, are defined 
as the most informative frames that capture the major 
elements in a video in terms of content. Key-frames can 
generate summaries of the videos to provide browsing 
capabilities to users [12]. Key framing is used to 
summarize essential video content in short time. The 
rapid development of digital video capture and editing 
technology has led to enormous increase in video data, 
creating the need for effective techniques for video 
retrieval and analysis. Video summary is a temporally 
condensed representation of a video. The purpose of 
the video summary evolves mainly due to viewing time 
constraints[13]. It helps us to assess the relevance or 
value of information within a shorter period of time 
while decision making process[13]. It also plays prime 
role where the resources like storage, communication 
bandwidth and power are limited. It finds main 
applications in security, military, and entertainment.  A 
MPEG (Moving Picture Expert Group) video is 
segregated into many still images. Such still images are 
called frames. The unit of a video is frame. For effective 
multimedia data management video summarization 
techniques are attracted a lot. There is a requirement 
of quality measurement for summarizing a video. The 

primary step of key frame extraction is shot 
segmentation which basically deals with detecting the 
transition between successive slots. Video 
summarization has become a very essential procedure 
that provides the faster browsing of a large video. 
Basically, the techniques that are used for video 
summarization are static video summarization (video 
summary) and dynamic video summarization (video 
skimming). If we want to reduce a lengthy, archived 
video summary static video summarization (video 
summary) is a fast and powerful application. There are  
different approaches are applied for different 
requirements like sports, nature, etc. Video 
summarization methods has recently  attracted 
researchers and is now an emerging research field[9]. 
Most of the methods make use of low-level features.  
The visual features are the commonly used low- level 
features. The low-level features can only capture global 
characteristics of the frames. Color feature, texture, 
mutual information, motion information and fuzzy 
color histogram[15]. The high-level feature vectors are 
extracted using CNN. After that by using the high-level 
feature vectors to summarize the video. High level 
features can SIFT, interest point from image, edge 
detection, etc. Video summarization is one of the most 
important topics, which potentially enabling faster 
browsing of large video collections and also more 
efficient content indexing and access. Essentially, this 
research area consists of automatically generating a 
short summary of a video, which can either be a static 
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summary or a dynamic summary[11]. Static video 
summaries are composed of a set of keyframes 
extracted from the original video, while dynamic video 
summaries are composed of a set of shots and are 
produced taking into account the similarity or domain-
specific relationships among all video shots[11].  

 
Literature Survey  
 
Hana Gharbi, Sahbi Bahroun, et. al, In their paper, they 
presented a new novel approach for video 
summarization from keyframes, they are calculated 
interest point on local description and repeatability 
matrix to reduce the redundancy then they apply PCA 
and HCA to extract the keyframes. They try to give the 
visual summary based on most representative object in 
the video database[1]. Hana Gharbi, Sahbi Bahroun, et. 
al, In their paper, They presented a new approach for 
key frame extraction based on local image description 
"interest points", repeatabily matrix and modularity 
and introducing Graph Modularity Clustering method. 
The results prove that local description can be good 
alternative in keyframe extraction field[2]. Chaohui Lv, 
Yiyang Huang, et. al, In this paper, They proposed an 
improved clustering method based on video feature, 
and it proves to be effective in keyframe extraction. In 
their approach the remove the blurry frames by motion 
blur detection and apply the clustering algorithm to 
extract the keyframes. It can effectively get the main 
content information in personal videos and extremely 
saves process time for video research[3]. Muhammad 
Asim, Noor Almaadeed, et. al, In their paper, a simple 
and effective keyframes extraction method was 
represented, to generate static video summaries. Their 
method is based on comparing color features extracted 
from patches of frames, to detect groups of video 
frames with a similar content. The proposed method 
can effectively detect sharp and gradual cuts, in a video 
sequence. Experiments were conducted on a 
benchmark video dataset for summarization to validate 
the performance of the proposed approach[4]. Dipti 
Jadhav and Udhav Bhosle, In their paper, They    
proposes an efficient static video summarization 
method using SURF features of the frames. The SURF 
features is used to generate a video summary that can 
capture salient frames and actions in the video. Their 
approach is experiment on the open video dataset V37 
and V24 The proposed algorithms can be used across 
various general of videos[5]. S. S. Thomas, S. Gupta, et. 
al, In their paper, they proposed a model which is used 
to smart surveillance. Here the is some predefined 
vector that is predefine feature vectors are the and 
surveillance frame are match with these vector if 
match is found it will take it as keyframe and video 
retrieval. If not match then it discard the keyframe. It 
only take similarity frames and make video 
summarization[6]. H. H. Phadke and H. Mallika, et. al, In 
their paper they proposed model, in which they extract 
the text from videos like TV news, and a frame 
containing text take it as keyframe. The segmentation 

performed on the frame and extract the text and take it 
as keyframe. After extraction of keyframe localization 
is done[7]. Sanjoy Ghatak, In their paper, They 
discussed on various key frame extraction methods 
from video. The comparison between frames and 
calculating to extract the keyframe or not based on 
threshold value. If calculated value if greater than 
threshold simply discard and if value is less than 
threshold take it as keyframe[8].  
  
Proposed Methodology  
   

 
   

Fig 1 : Overview of the proposed method 
 
In this proposed system, Firstly, we take input as a 
video, then we extract the frame from videos. After that 
we perform the Uniform sampling on videos to reduce 
the redundancy cPGCON 2020 (Post Graduate 
Conference for Computer Engineering) among frames. 
After reduction of frames, we extract the features from 
frame by using CNN. And extracted features compare 
with model and extract the keyframes. After extraction 
of keyframe we make summarize video of frames.  In 
this proposed methodology, we are using CNN as 
shown if Fig. 1, so we extract the high level features 
from the video which extract the meaningful frames for 
video summarization.  
  
A. Algorithms  
  
The steps to be followed are:  
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Step 1 : Take a video as input.  
In this we take a video as input.The video is converted 
into a video shots then the videos shorts will convert 
into sequence of frames.  
Step 2 : Convert a frames into Uniform Sampling. We 
convert a frames into uniform sampling by taking 
frame per second. At particular time we take a frame 
from a sequence of frames. In this way we reduce the 
redundancy frames from a sequence of frame.  
Step 3 :Feature Extraction.  
We extract the features from frame by using 
convolution neural networks.  
Step 4 : Feature extraction by CNN.  
We extract the features from the frames.  
Step 5 : Calculate similarity measure between frame. If 
threshold is minimum take it as keyframe and of 
threshold is greater take it as non keyframe.  
Step 6 : Now make a video summary of selected 
keyframes.  
  
The proposed model is used to generate a static video 
summary of video. The results obtained from this 
proposed model is compare with VSUMM model[16]. 
The results obtained in duration of summarized video, 
precision ,recall and f-measure. The results obtained 
from the proposed model is comparing with the static 
summarization video in VSUMM dataset. The 
comparative analysis is done.      
 
Dataset  
 
In this dataset, 50 salads[10], it contains videos and 
accelerometer data. This dataset captured by 25 people 
preparing 2 mixed salads each and contains over 4h of 
annotated accelerometer and RGB-D video data[10]. 
Annotated activities correspond to steps in the recipe 
and include activity class, activity phase (pre-/ core-/ 
post), and the ingredient acted upon[10].  
  
The dataset description :  
 
1. RGB video data 640x480 pixels at 30 Hz.  
2. Depth maps 640x480 pixels at 30 Hz  
3. 3-axis accelerometer data at 50 Hz of devices 
attached to a knife, a mixing spoon, a small spoon, a 
peeler, a glass, an oil bottle, and a pepper dispenser.  
4. Synchronization parameters for temporal 
alignment of video and accelerometer data.  
5. Annotations as temporal intervals of pre- core- and 
post- phases of activities corresponding to steps in a  
recipe[10].  

 
Experimental Results  
  
For performance evaluation, we will use accuracy and 
comparation ratio. In accuracy, the overall 
performance of a system will be tested and accuracy is 
compared with the existing approach and do the 
comparative analysis. Keyframe extraction result 
should not contain many key frames in order to avoid 

redundancy, That's why we should evaluate the 
compactness of the summary[1].The compression ratio 
is computed by dividing the number of key frames in 
the summary by the length of video sequence[1]. The 
performance of the automatically generated video 
summaries is measured by three objective measures[], 
namely, called Recall, Precision and F-measure [14], 
defined below:  
  
matching keyframes 
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =                                   (1)  
𝑁𝑢𝑠 
  
matching keyframes 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =                           (2)  
𝑁𝑎𝑠 
  
  

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙  
𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒                              (3)  
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 
  
 Where Nus and Nas represents keyframes selected by 
users and automatic summaries.  
 
Conclusions  
 
We discussed on various key frame extraction methods 
for video summarization and found that most of the 
methods use motion as one of the important features 
and few use visual features like global features and 
local features. In this proposed system, we are using 
CNN which extract the high-level feature, CNN provides 
better results as compared to other algorithms.  In the 
future, we can use the different datasets to make 
comparative analysis and comparing results with other 
approaches from key frame extraction and try to build 
system, which can gives better summarization of video.  
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